
neXtgen Visual
Appraisal 



Use of the system
This system is designed to allow neXtgen Agri clients to be able to include visual
appraisal in their ram selection without having to physically view the rams.  Only

neXtgen Agri approved assessors can complete assessments that we provide to our
clients.  The system uses 12 separate scores to assess the overall visual aspects of

animals.  While it is normally applied to catalogued sale rams.  It can also be
completed on young ewes and rams as appropriate.

Guiding principles
The traits are scored on a 1 to 5 basis.  In most cases 1 is the best version of the trait
and 5 is the worst version of the trait.  However in some cases (like crimp frequency
or head cover for example) the numbers will differentiate between types and some

buyers will prefer different types.  

The neXtgen Visual Appraisal system is the property of neXtgen Agri Ltd and can not
be copied or implemented without the written approval of neXtgen Agri Ltd.  Some

of the scoring charts used have been developed on behalf of the industry by
Australian Wool Innovation.  The use of these pictures ( to allow some consistency

with industry assessments) is gratefully acknowledged.



Assign scores 1 to 5
1 being good top line and smooth shoulders, 5 being shoulder fault

and/or swayed back.

Head cover (Head)

Shoulder/back (SH)



Feet (FFEET, BFEET)
Twist

Roll

Shape

Combine twist, roll and shape into a single score and assign a score for
both front feet and back feet.  

So should have only two scores from this assessment:

Front Feet (FFEET) and Back Feet (BFEET)



Assign two scores, one for front (FPAST) and one for back (BPAST)

Note: Score 1 is overly straight and score 2 is considered ideal.

Pasterns (FPAST, BPAST)

Hocks (HOCKS)

Shape (SHAPE)



Skin type (SKIN)
1 = zero wrinkle, loose and free skin, long free staple

5 = Wrinkly, tight skin, short staple

Wool colour (WHITE)

Crimp definition (STYLE)

Crimp frequency (CRIMP)
1 = extremely bold crimping

5 = fine crimping Italian spinners type

Wool nourishment (WAX)
1 = dry wool

3 = ideal fluid nourishment
5 = heavy black tip






